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NARRATIVE REPORT

4:30 pm to 10:30 pm = 6 Hrs Over

1/2 hr off for Dinner

Total Hrs = 16.5 Hrs

5:30 am to 8:00 am = 2.5 hrs Over

8:00 am to 4:30 pm = 8 Hrs Regular

Michael Theriot

Parish is giving a mandatory evacuation from Bayou Corne  Bridge to Grand Bayou Bridge

on Hwy 70 -- John Boudreaux called a meeting by the command post with the local residents

and gave them an update on the events --

Went to a near by home that was reporting a sunken spot in his back yard -- The spot was 

about 12'' in diameter -- Checked it out with a metal detector in a 20' radius around the sunken

area and no metal was found --

Another conference call was held at around 4:00 pm and again around 5:30 pm -- Assumption

State Troopers have a helicopter on location making several trips to the sinkhole taking the media 

and other state personnel over the site --

A meeting was held at the Assumption Parish's office in Napoleonville at 10:00 am with DNR and  

other agencies to discuss the chain of event that's taking place around the slurry area --

Brine field -- We arrived at the location to see that an area of about 400' X 250' of swamp had 

disappeared -- While we were standing there we saw a tree about 80' to 90' go straight down 

out of sight -- 

Made a trip to the 4 1/2'' csg stub and it's still bubbling about the same -- 

Slurry Area

 

Arrived at the command Post and met with John Boudreaux with Assumption Parish, and they

had a report this morning that some of the swamp had disappeared around the Texas
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